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Visit Gamma Solutions at the Mastering Supply Chain Management with SAP 
conference in October 
 
Melbourne August 23rd 2011 – Gamma Solutions a leading supplier of advanced mobile 
data collection solutions will be exhibiting at this year’s Mastering Supply Chain 
Management with SAP Conference held at the Grand Hyatt in Melbourne on the 24th – 
26th October 2011.  
 
Mastering Supply Chain Management with SAP is the only forum of its kind in Australia; 
where the SAP community can gather in the same room as SAP consultants and 
partners as well as other SAP customers. 
 
This year’s conference is packed with 32 presentations, case studies and sessions in 6 
tracks over the 2 days covering a wide range of subjects including successful demand 
planning, business culture and training, transportation, logistics and warehousing, 
mobility and document automation just to name a few. 
 
Gamma Solutions will be focussing on ways organisations can improve their 
warehousing, logistics and transportation as well as mobility at this year’s conference. 
This will include the latest technologies available on the market and how they can 
improve the efficiency of staff members to help organisations remain competitive. 
 
Gamma Solutions will be showcasing their extensive range of data capture and mobile 
computers for customers to have a look at and book and demonstration after the show. 
“The Mastering Supply Chain Management with SAP event is a great opportunity to 
show SAP customers exactly what Gamma Solutions is capable of and how we can help 
to solve issues they may be facing” says Gamma Solutions National Sales Manager 
Paul Pleming. 
 
 

About Gamma Solutions 
Gamma Solutions Pty Ltd (www.gammasolutions.com) is an Australian owned company, 

based in Melbourne, with offices in Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth. Founded in 

1992, the company provides all the components of a mobile computing, RFID and data 

collection systems such as portable terminals, barcode scanners, barcode printers, 

wireless networks, middleware software and implementation services.  Gamma 

Solutions is an Intermec Honour partner and IPSP, a Cisco Select partner, Zebra 

Partnersfirst, Datalogic reseller, Datamax-O’Neil partner and authorised repair centre, 
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Psion Platinum VAR partner and an LXE authorised partner and authorised repair 

centre. Gamma Solutions is a company committed to providing quality, practical and 

flexible solutions to meet the needs of its customers 


